In Automatic Speech Recognition it is still challenging to learn useful intermediate representations when using highlevel (or abstract) target units such as words. For that reason, character or phoneme based systems tend to outperform word-based systems when just few hundreds of hours of training data are being used. In this paper, we first show how hierarchical multi-task training can encourage the formation of useful intermediate representations. We achieve this by performing Connectionist Temporal Classification at different levels of the network with targets of different granularity. Our model thus performs predictions in multiple scales for the same input. On the standard 300h Switchboard training setup, our hierarchical multi-task architecture exhibits improvements over single-task architectures with the same number of parameters. Our model obtains 14.0% Word Error Rate on the Eval2000 Switchboard subset without any decoder or language model, outperforming the current state-of-the-art on acoustic-to-word models.
competitive results on a large training corpus. Later, [6] test the same approach on Switchboard, with less data, and show that only words that appear frequently in the training set can be reliably predicted. At the same time, there are multiple approaches that can learn intermediate targets that can strike a balance between characters and words as target units by introducing subwords [7] .
In this work, we introduce a new Hierarchical Multi-Task Learning Model (HMTL) architecture that keeps the modularity using multi-task learning strategies without giving up the simplicity of end-to-end approaches. Our method exploits the compositionality of different levels of abstraction by providing auxiliary loss-functions that force the network to learn useful intermediate representations. Our method is inspired by the experimental observation that each layer in a deep neural network encodes (hierarchically) specific characteristic of the signal.
Our experiments show that this technique outperforms comparable single-task (ST) architectures and traditional multi-task learning techniques. We also establish the current state-of-the-art on acoustic-to-word models (A2W) [4] on 300h of training data, without exhaustive hyper-parameter optimization.
RELATED WORK
Given recent developments [8, 9] for end-to-end speech recognition, the ASR community started paying more attention to different types of target units. In this direction, [5] proposes a CTC model that uses words as target units without using any Language Model. Later, [4, 6] ports this idea to smaller and public datasets achieving competitive results. The number of dataset-specific hyper-parameter tuning (i.e. layers, optimizers, etc.) needed for A2W models makes it hard to also treat target units as an extra hyper-parameter. It is still an open question which is the best number or length of the target units for end-to-end models [3] : smaller target units give more flexibility but they are more complex to decode. Bigger units are less flexible and usually easier and faster to decode. In [10] we observe that each type of target unit contributes differently to the final output. As a possible solution, [11, 12] propose to learn from the acoustics the best possible decomposition and apply it to ASR.
In a different direction, some approaches propose to combine the predictions made by models that use different sets of target units. For instance, [13] propose to combine the predictions of word-based Language Models (LM) with the ones from a character-based during decoding. The results obtained show improvements over character-only decoding. Another example is [10] , where we show that by combining [14] the hypothesis of different models with different targets units, the final output recovers some of the mistakes done by the individual models.
A potential solution to take into consideration different unit representation is to use multi-task learning [13] (MTL). [15] propose a new infrastructure where a S2S model was combined with a CTC-loss function by using MTL. CTC in this case was only used as an auxiliary loss function to enforce a monotonic alignment between the speech signal and the output label sequence. Another ASR task where MTL is applied is in multilingual speech recognition. In this direction, we proposed [16] . In this work, we showed that, in a MTL setting, the network is able learn intermediate representations for multiple languages. To do so, our model used multiple CTC-losses, the network was able to learn useful intermediate representation common among different languages. This last approach differ from ours in the task, since it uses speech data from different languages as input.
More related to our work, MTL has also been used to provide low-level supervision to deep neural networks. In this direction, Toshniwal et al. [17] proposes an architecture to learn lower level auxiliary Natural Language Processing tasks to guide the internal representation of the network. Another example is [17] , where Toshniwal et al. propose a method that use phonemes as an auxiliary prediction task to improve the recognition of more abstract units. There are three fundamental differences between [17] and our work. First, our approach is a generalized method rather than a concrete solution. Second, our method takes advantage of the compositionality of the units rather than the acoustic characteristics of the signal. This, at the same time, allows us to not rely on phoneme alignment. Phonemes need to be previously transcribed and this requires experts that are expensive and prone to error. Finally, our method uses a flexible number of intermediate representations to create the final hypothesis, while [17] uses only two.
UNIT SELECTION
Different methods have been proposed to create intermediate target representations between character and words. For instance, [12] use bigram and trigram units constructed from characters by a CTC model. Another example is [7] that uses the Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) algorithm [18] to overcome the fixed length restriction applied in [12] and creates units according to the frequency of repetition fixing the number of desired targets. This approach has been extensively used by the Machine Translation (MT) community and for Language Modeling [19] . The compositionality of multiple BPE sets (i.e. units with more BPE operations are formed by units with lesser operations) makes this technique an appropriate candidate for HMTL, the model proposed in this work.
Byte-Pair Encoding Algorithm
The BPE algorithm was originally thought as a compression algorithm [18] . This technique iteratively replaces pairs of most frequently co-occurrent bytes creating a new (unseen) byte that does not occur within that data. A table that maps each correspondence is needed to recover the original form of the data.
We apply this algorithm to natural languages by treating each target unit as a byte. More specifically, in our case, our initial unit set (i.e. our firsts bytes) are characters (see section 3.3). Each BPE step/operation performs a unit merging. For that reason, the number of operations roughly defines the number of units of the target set. For instance, if two target in our vocabulary are 'HI' and 'HO' and they appear together frequently, BPE will merge them in a new target unit: 'HIHO'. This operation can be repeated any arbitrary number of times until converging to a target set that will contain all words of the vocabulary.
Method Utterance
Original you know it's no not even cold weather Character y o u k n o w i t ' s n o n o t e v e n c o l d w e a t h e r Subword 300 you know it's no not even co@ ld w@ ea@ ther Subword 1k you know it's no not even co@ ld wea@ ther Subword 10k you know it's no not even cold weather Table 1 . Utterance sw02054-B 032568-033031 from the Switchboard dataset decomposed into characters, 300, 1,000 and 10,0000 BPE operations. The character '@' denotes that the unit is not located at the end of the word.
Subword Units
Subwords are the units created from characters using BPE operations. More concretely, we use [7] to create our Subword units, which has been extensively used in MT. To create different Subword units we start with a character set. We also use an special character (in our case '@') to determine the position of the Subword inside a word. We do not use a dedicated space character, as the word boundaries are defined by the absence of the token '@' within a unit.
We create three different sets of Subword units: Sub-word300 (s300) and Subword1k (s1k), Subword10k (s10k). The number after 'Subword' denotes the number of operations used to create the set, that is roughly the number of units that the set will have. More precisely, each set contains 388, 1088 and 10088 symbols respectively, taking the blank symbol for CTC into consideration (see section 4.1.1). Table shows a utterance from Switchboard dataset (see section 5.1) decomposed using a different number of BPE operation. Note that as the number of BPE operations increases, the amount of units that represents whole words also increases. For this reason we can consider s10k an approximation of a word target set.
Characters
The character set is the base set from where we construct the Subword units. It contains of alpha-numerical characters, punctuation and the blank symbol, in total 48 symbol.
Since BPE units with higher number of operations (i.e. s300, s1k, s10k) do not need to have a 'space' representation and to stress the compositionality of our model we did not include an 'space' symbol in our character set. Therefore, the first representation of our model predicts strings of characters without spaces as it is shown in Table 3 .2. During inference, 'space' unit is added by shallow fusion (see section 4.1.3).
MULTI TASK LEARNING ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce two different architectures that accept auxiliary loss-functions. First, we present Block Multi-task Learning (BMTL), a conventional approach for multi-task learning for CTC inspired by our previous work [16] . Second, we introduce our new HMTL architecture that is inspired by [17] and takes advantage of the compositionality of the Subword units presented in section 3.2. Although both models presented use CTC as their loss function, they can easily be ported to S2S models.
Baseline
The baseline architecture is similar to the one proposed in [20, 10] . In terms of S2S [8] , the acoustic encoder read a sequence of acoustic features X = x 0 · · · x T , where X ∈ R F ×T , F being the dimensionality of the feature vector and T the number of frames in the input audio sequence. A Bidirectional Long-short Term Memory (BiLSTM) [21] process this matrix yielding a matrix H ∈ R (2×H)×T where H is the dimensionality of one direction of a hidden states of the BiLSTM. Then, each hidden state is projected towards a dimensionality |L | = |L| + 1, where L = L ∪ ∅. L represents our character set extended by the blank symbol ∅ used by the CTC algorithm. This matrix of logits of dimension |L | × T is used to compute the CTC loss.
CTC
Let z = (z 1 , .., z U ) ∈ L U be an output (ground truth) sequence of length U ≤ T , which can be seen as the transcription of an input sequence. To define the CTC loss function we additionally need a many to one mapping B that maps a path p = (p 1 , . . . p T ) ∈ L T of the CTC model to an output sequence z. This mapping is also referred as the squash function, as it removes all blank symbols of the path and squashes multiple repeated characters into a single one (e.g. B(AA∅AAABB) = AAB). Note that we do not squash characters that are separated by the blank symbol as this still allows us to create repeated characters in the transcription. Let us define the probability of a path as
where P (p t |X) is the probability of observing the label p t at time t. To calculate the probability of an output sequence z we sum over all possible paths:
To perform the sum over all path we will use a technique inspired by the traditional dynamic programming method used in HMMs: the forward-backward algorithm [22] . We additionally force the appearance of blank symbols in our paths by augmenting the sequence of output labels during training with a blank symbol between each of the labels of z as well as at the beginning and the end of the sequence. Given a sequence of speech features X, we can now compute the probability distribution over the augmented label set L for each frame. In the remainder of the section let P t AM (k|X) denote the probability of encountering label k ∈ L at time step t given the speech features X. In the following subsection, the decoding strategies presented will process the output of the network trained with CTC to create a linguistically reasonable transcription.
Greedy Search
To create a transcription without adding any linguistic information we use the decoding procedure of [9] and greedily search the best path p ∈ L T :
The mapping of the path to a transcription z is straight forward and works by applying the squash function: z = B(p).
For character based CTC AM, if 'space' is used as a target unit, this procedure can already provide useful transcriptions.
Shallow Fusion
In this subsection, we explain how LM probabilities from target units can be combined with the probability distribution given by a CTC model. For now let us assume that the alphabet of the character based LM is equal to L. We want to find a transcription which has a high probability based on the acoustic as well as the language model. Since we have to sum over all possible paths p for a transcription z and want to add the LM information as early as possible, our goal is to solve the following equation:
Note that we cannot estimate a useful probability for the blank label ∅ with the language model, so we set P LM (∅|p) = 1∀p ∈ P(L ). To not favor a sequence of blank symbols, we apply an insertion bonus b ∈ R for every p t = ∅. This yields the following equation:
where P LM (k|p) is provided by the character LM. As it is infeasible to calculate an exact solution to equation 6, we apply a beam search similar to [23] .
For AMs which do not use spaces nor have another notion of word boundaries, it is possible to add this information based only on the character LM. This can be achieved by adding a copy of each transcription appended by the space symbol at each time step. This works surprisingly well, since spaces at inappropriate position will get a low LM probability. While this approach is only able to deal with character based AM, it can create arbitrary, open vocabulary transcriptions.
Block Multi Task Learning
BMTL is a general architecture for multi-task learning. This approach shares a n BiLSTM layer encoder until the pre-final layers. After that, the hidden representations are connected to a BPE-level or character dedicated module. This module is composed by a BiLSTM layer and a projection layer that maps the hidden states of the LSTM layer to the dimensionality of each BPE units set plus <blank>.
More formally, BMTL can be written as,
Where W represents the transformation in the taskspecific module, that is composed by one BiLSTM and one projection layer, X the input feature vectors and p each specific target unit set.
The intuition behind this architecture is that training on multiple decompositions will help to better regularize the model and learn a more robust hidden representation after the shared encoder. Since the model will see different output representations of the same input, we hypothesize that the shared encoder will learn a more general and flexible encoding of the audio features. Finally, we assume that the BPE-level/character dedicated module will learn how to discriminate each unit separately using the representation generated by the shared encoder. In Fig. 2 we can see a diagram representation of the BMTL model.
Hierarchical Multi Task Learning
HMTL, similar to BMTL, shares an encoder composed of n BiLSTM layers. The fundamental difference is that HMTL will learn intermediate representations in a fine-to-coarse fashion at each layer. More concretely, following the encoder, a cascade of BiLSTM layers are stacked on the model. After each layer we connect an auxiliary task-specific module that maps the hidden representation of each layer to a specific number of units (plus blank symbol). The projection made by the task-specific module allow us to compute CTC in different parts of the network. Once all layers are stacked, using CTC, we will enforce the network to learn intermediate representations. In Fig. 2 we can see a diagram representation of the HMTL model.
More formally, we can define the main structure of HMTL as,
Then, we will get the intermediate representation grounded to each specific unit in the following way,
W being the transformation by the task-specific module (one BiLSTM and one projection layer). Note that this configuration is for an specific scenario. This can also be extended to more or less units.
The intuition behind this architecture is that the model exploits the implicit compositionality of each Subwords unit (i.e. Subwords with more BPE operations can be created by Subwords of lesser operations). In this case, the model is not only solving multiple tasks in parallel, but also taking advantage of the different representations learned to compose more abstract units.
Scheduled Training
The training is performed under a schedule regime. This regime force each batch to belong to one specific target. To do so, all batches were previously marked so that the scheduler was aware of where to compute CTC and therefore back-propagate the gradient.
We also experimented with batch balancing (i.e. each batch contained samples from all outputs). This method averages the loss obtained in each prediction. Although the results obtained with this method also demonstrated the statements made in this publication, the performance achieved was not as good as good as with schedule regime in terms of WER.
RESULTS
In this work we use the 300 hours Switchboard subset for AM training and Fisher transcripts dataset for training the unit-specific LM for shallow fusion. 2000 HUB5 Eval2000 (LDC2002S09) is used for evaluation. The corpus is composed by English telephone conversations and is divided into the Switchboard subset, which more closely resembles the training data, and the Callhome subset. We extracted 43 dimensional filter bank and pitch features vectors with Cepstral Mean Normalization using Kaldi [24] . The rest of the pipeline has been developed in the Tensorflow branch of EESEN [25] 1 . A recipe will be released as open source software upon acceptance of the paper.
Architecture
All AMs presented in this section (i.e. HMTL and BMTL) have a two layer shared encoder. Each layer has 320 cells. We perform a 3-fold data augmentation by sub-sampling, reducing the frame rate of each sample by 3. The frames dropped during sub-sampling are concatenated to the middle frame by provide extra context. We also add a projection of 340 cells between each layer of the shared encoder. The rest of the architecture is described in section 4. Our models are decoded using greedy search or shallow fusion with a unitspecific LM composed by two unidirectional LSTM layers. The results presented in this section have not been properly hyper-parameter tunned, which may leave room for posterior improvement. Table 2 . WER Summary of the models presented in this paper on Eval2000. The AM is trained on 300 hours of Switchboard subset and CharRNN used Switchboard and Fisher transcriptions as training data. The results on the Switchboard subset (swbd) are in the left side of the slash and the results from Callhome (cllhm) subset are in the right side of the slash. ST states for singletask model, HMTL states for Hierarchical Multi Task Learning, BMTL states for Block Multi Task Learning and S300, S1k and S10k are the different Subword target units used. Each ST model have the same number of parameters and configuration than the model on the right. All models have a shared 2 layer encoder.
Evaluation of multi-task learning architectures
Model WER (swbd/cllhm) Ours 14.0/25.5 Zenkel et al. [10] 17.8/ 29.0 Audhkhasi et al. [4] 14.6/23.6 Table 3 . Comparison table for different approaches of A2W models using CTC without LM. All models have been trained in 300h Switchboard and evaluated on Eval2000 set. The results on the Switchboard subset (swbd) are in the left side of the slash and the results from Callhome (cllhm) subset are in the right side of the slash. tion (i.e. Stochastic Gradient Decent, frame stacking, learning rate decay, etc.). The left side of table 2 summarizes all results obtained using only the AM, without considering a LM during decoding time, also known as A2W. We observe that in general, the addition of auxiliary tasks help in terms of WER. More concretely, we can see bigger improvements in HMTL. Even though ST systems have the same number of parameters, MTL strategies, either BMTL or HMTL, improves the WER consistently. However, we can see that the improvements provided by HMTL (19-20% relative WER) are higher than in BMTL (9-18% relative WER).
The right side of table 2 summarizes all results obtained combining the AM and LM probabilities. We can observe a consistent improvement after applying shallow fusion. Interestingly, as we observed in [10] , the effect of the LM is banished as the number of units increases.
The effect of shallow fusion (ST in the right side of Table 2) and HMTL (HMTL in the left side Table 2 ) in s1k are comparable. We hypothesize that the addition of word supervision on higher layers provides some type of linguistic knowledge to the model. Since higher order units are abstraction-wise closer to a word representation, the effect of providing word supervision is more beneficial. For more finegrained units (i.e. s300) higher-layer supervision also helps but it provides lower improvements.
Finally, in table 3 we compare existent A2W models based on CTC that, to the best of our knowledge, achieve best results in Switchboard Eval2000. We can see that HMTL outperforms previous approaches. However, [4] achieve a better score in Callhome subset. This is most probably an indicator that HMTL is not able to properly perform regularization and generalize its improvements across different domains. In order to improve the generalization of HMTL we can apply regularization techniques such as Dropout.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a CTC-based A2W model with HMTL. This approach encourages the formation of useful intermediate representations by using targets with different numbers of BPE operations at different levels in a single network: at the lower layers, the model predicts few and general targets, while at the higher layers, the model predicts highly specific and abstract targets, such as words.
Our s10k model, after rescoring with a unit-specific LM, improves from 17.4% WER (single-task training) to 12.5% WER with HMTL. BMTL improves to 13.1% WER.
Combining the various outputs (which are all being generated by a single AM) together can bring further gains, which shows that the different levels of granularity still have complementary information. In future work, we will further tune hyper-parameters, and explore ways to decode all different representations jointly.
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